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4   |  Welcome to Leda Bathrooms

WELCOME TO  
LEDA BATHROOMS.
We believe that bathing should be simple for 
everyone. That’s why Leda Bathrooms offers all you 
need to create a beautifully bespoke bathroom 
design. Our full service solution means we can 
provide you with elegant wall panels and matching 
bath skirting, high-quality brassware, as well as doors, 
frames and accessories. Create a fully customised 
bathroom that brings out your home’s personality 
while being uniquely tailored to your needs.  
No need to source fittings and fixtures elsewhere  
– with Leda Bathrooms, everything is taken care of.

Floor tiles from
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Priya Deep Soak Bath

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more about 
Mantaleda baths.



THE MANTALEDA 
COLLECTION.
Where accessibility and ease-of-use are a must, our Mantaleda 
Collection delivers everything you need. Explore our range of deep 
soak and power-lift baths to take the strain out of independent 
bathing, with designs to suit the whole family.

The Mantaleda Collection  |  7

Walk-In Baths .......................................................  10
These baths offer an ideal solution for easy access bathing, 
without the need to climb in or out. An easy replacement for 
most standard baths, in any bathroom, our Walk-In baths offer an 
instant solution for those who are concerned about slips and trips. 
Each bath also comes with one front and one end panel for easy 
installation too.

Walk-In Shower Baths ......................................... 14
Our Walk-In Shower Baths are a great way to ensure that bathing 
and showering are as simple as possible for those with restricted 
movement. Each bath also comes with one front and one end 
panel for easy installation too.

Deep Soak Baths .................................................. 17
Ideal for those with additional physical requirements, our Deep 
Soak baths offer an extremely safe and reliable way for those with 
mobility issues to immerse themselves in the luxury of a bath. 

With attractive styling, and a built-in seat our Deep Soak baths all 
provide an extremely comfortable bathing experience, giving 
everybody the chance to relax. Each bath also comes with one 
front and one end panel for easy installation too.

Power Bath ...........................................................  23
The Aventis bath is available with or without the Power Lift. 
Choosing to add the Power Lift to the bath ensures the safe and 
easy transfer of bathers in and out of the bath, giving those with 
more significant mobility issues the opportunity to enjoy a soak 
without the worry for those around them. 

All Mantaleda baths are available  
with Hydrotherapy Spas and 
Chromotherapy lights. 
Please ask your sales representative  
for further details.

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range

Floor tiles from



MADE IN BRITAIN.
Based in the heart of North Yorkshire, Mantaleda 
offers a comprehensive range of easy access 
products including deep soak baths, walk-in  
shower baths and lift baths, all from a single  
source that places quality first.

As a leading manufacturer of quality baths for over 25 years, 
Mantaleda innovate to make high-quality products that are 
accessible for all. Mantaleda baths are for everyone, whether  
you have restricted movement or simply want extra convenience. 
They’re made for the grandparents, the grandchildren and 
everyone in-between to make bathing more enjoyable and 
comfortable. A perfect blend of form and function that keeps  
in step with every stage of life.

Why stick with tradition? Mantaleda baths are people-oriented to 
maximise convenience and independence. Discover a range of 
beautiful designs that will transform how you use your bathroom.

MANUFACTURING
25 YEARS

HIGH QUALITY

8   |  The Mantaleda Collection



ALWAYS ETHICAL.
Mantaleda endeavour to produce product ranges 
in the most ethical manner that they can. Where 
possible, they source raw materials from within the 
UK and Europe, utilising timber from FSC and PEFC 
registered suppliers. Mantaleda is also a ‘zero landfill’ 
company, with all waste and by-products being 
screened for recycling, and the remainder used  
for power generation.

Always Ethical  |  9See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Avrail Walk-In Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

AVRAIL & ABALONE.
Available in both 1500 and 1700, the Avrail and Abalone 1700 bath  
is the same size as most standard baths, and therefore is the ideal 
solution to replace an existing bath. With easy access and simple  
latch lock for an easy opening inward door, the Avrail is the perfect 
addition to any family bathroom.

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1500 x 700mm, 1700 x 700mm

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Low threshold

•  Lower water capacity

• Inward opening 10mm toughened glass door (Abalone)

• Inward opening solid door (Avrail)

• Effortless gadget free door locking mechanism

• Both LH & RH hinged door options available

•  Water capacity: 1500 x 700mm; 167 litres unoccupied, 
1700 x 700mm; 180 litres unoccupied

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options  
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)

• Dual waste for faster drainage and safety 

• Slip resistant base

Abalone Walk-In Bath
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Avrail RV Walk-In Bath

•  Same footprint as a standard Avrail bath

•   Simple showering with independent screen and 
bath door 

•  Simple, single lever door locking mechanism (Avrail)

•  Slip resistant base to shower area 

•  Dual waste for faster drainage and safety 

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Ideal for easy access showering

•  Water capacity: 1500 x 700mm; 167 litres unoccupied, 
1700 x 700mm; 180 litres unoccupied

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1500 x 700mm, 1700 x 700mm

AVRAIL RV & ABALONE RV.
Based on the ever popular standard Avrail and Abalone 1700mm 
Walk-In Baths, the ‘RV’ version offers an alternative door position.  
With the door positioned away from the taps and wastes at the end  
of the bath, enabling the bath to be fitted with a standard bath/
shower screen, the Avrail RV and Abalone RV are able to provide 
simple yet stylish solutions to bathing and showering. 

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Abalone RV Walk-In Bath

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

•  Inward opening door

•   Effortless gadget free door locking mechanism

•  Slip resistant base  

•  Dual waste for faster drainage and safety

•  Both LH & RH entry available

•  Ideal for easy access showering

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Water capacity: 188 litres unoccupied

AVENTIS. 
Providing easy access bathing for those who need it, the Aventis Walk-
In Bath is perfect for any family bathroom. Inclusive for all the family, 
the Aventis features a slip resistant base to avoid unnecessary slips and 
trips as well as dual waste for faster drainage and safety. Single ended 
and available in left and right hand functions, the Aventis is the ideal 
family bath.

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1690 x 690mm 

Aventis Walk-In Bath

PRODUCT BENEFITS
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• Low threshold — min. 160mm above floor

•  Lower water capacity

• Inward opening 10mm toughened glass door (Cortega)

• Inward opening solid door (Cordova)

• Effortless gadget free door locking mechanism

• Both LH & RH hinged door options available

• Water capacity: 200 litres unoccupied

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1700 x 750mm

CORTEGA & CORDOVA.
With its sleek and simple lines, the elegantly designed Cortega and 
Cordova Double Ended Baths ensure easy bathing for those with 
restricted mobility, without needing to climb in and out of the bath.  
They feature a toughened glass or solid, inward opening door, simple 
latch lock for easy operation and are finished with polished stainless-
steel elements to compliment the overall look of your bathroom.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Cordova Double Ended Walk-In Bath

Cortega Double Ended Walk-In Bath

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Carnelian Walk-In Shower Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

CALYPSO & CARNELIAN.
Elegantly designed to fit into both contemporary and traditional 
bathroom spaces, the Calypso & Carnelian are P shaped shower  
baths, allowing for a comfortable bathing and showering space for  
all of the family. 

With easy access and both left and right hand access available,  
the Calypso & Carnelian are crafted with care for the ultimate  
bathing experience.

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1675 x 850 x 750mm

Calypso Walk-In Shower Bath

PRODUCT BENEFITS
•  Low threshold door

•  10mm toughened glass access door

•  6mm toughened glass hinged shower screen

•  Manual locking system with simple to operate push  
and pull mechanism

•  Dual wastes for quicker drainage & safety

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Water capacity: 225 litres
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Highgrove Walk-In Shower Bath

•  Modern L-Shaped design

•  Simple, single lever door locking mechanism

•  Slip resistant base to shower area 

•  Dual waste for quicker drainage and safety 

•  Ideal for easy access showering

•  Both LH & RH versions available

•   Inward opening 10mm thick toughened glass door 
(Larimar only)

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)       

•  Toughened glass shower screen with bright silver pillar 
and handle

•  Water capacity: 225 litres unoccupied

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1700 x 850 x 700mm

HIGHGROVE & LARIMAR.
The ideal baths for any bathroom style, allowing for easy and 
independent access to bathing and showering for almost all family 
members. With their angular lines, the Highgrove and Larimar are 
modern style shower baths which will ensure an overall contemporary 
feel to your bathroom. The L shaped shower screen and bright silver 
pillar and return ensure these baths are perfect for any bathroom 
needing an update. 

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Larimar Walk-In Shower Bath

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Savanah Walk-In Shower Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Mild mobility concerns

SAVANAH.
This versatile and attractive, walk-in shower bath is suitable  
for the whole family.

The modern design of the Savanah walk-in shower bath features  
a low threshold door and a full width fold down seat for ease  
and versatility.

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1700 x 750mm, 1800 x 800mm

PRODUCT BENEFITS
•  Low threshold

•  10mm toughened glass access door

•  6mm toughened glass hinged shower screen

•  Manual locking system with simple to operate push  
and pull mechanism

•  Dual wastes for quicker drainage & safety

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Water capacity: 215 litres
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Priya Deep Soak Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Independent bathing

3 Additional physical requirements

3 Smaller room sizes

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1210 x 660mm 

PRIYA & CAVERSHAM.
The ultimate in modern, contemporary design with clean lines and 
a spacious interior. The Priya and the Caversham keep style at the 
forefront of the room without taking up too much space. They are 
the ideal deep soak for smaller bathrooms, with features such as an 
integral seat, wide opening doorway, robust single lever lock and  
a choice of glass or solid door.

• Slip resistant base

• Comfortable integrated seat with contoured back

• Inward opening 10mm toughened glass door (Priya)

• Inward opening solid door (Caversham)

• Simple to operate single lever door locking mechanism

• Both LH & RH entry versions available

• Seat height of 395mm, overall internal depth of 795mm

• Dual waste for quicker drainage and safety

• Water capacity: 260 litres unoccupied

• Matching reduced height bath screen available

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

Caversham Deep Soak Bath

PRODUCT BENEFITS

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Athena Deep Soak Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families

3 Smaller room size

3 Additional physical requirements

ATHENA & ATHENA MINI.
Compact are the perfect alternative for when space is limited. With  
an integral contoured seat and generous space, the Athena is ideal  
for every member of the family, and with the Athena Mini we offer  
one of the most compact baths on the market.

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
Athena: 1270 x 660mm
Athena Mini: 1060 x 660mm

Athena Mini Deep Soak Bath

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Inward opening door 
• Simple to operate single lever door locking mechanism
• Slip resistant base
• Comfortable integrated seat with contoured back 
• Seat height of 370mm 
• Overall internal depths of 660mm

• Dual waste for faster drainage and safety (Athena)
• Single waste and overflow for simple installation (Athena Mini)
• Both LH & RH entry versions available
•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options (Please 

ask your sales representative for further details)     
•  Water capacity: 1270 x 660mm; 218 litres unoccupied, 

1060 x 660mm; 200 litres unoccupied
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Affinity Deep Soak Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Families and smaller room size

3 Additional physical requirements

3 Mild Mobility Concerns

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1050 x 665mm

AFFINITY.
Designed to provide simple yet safe and easy access bathing, 
the Affinity is ideal for those with varying mobility problems. With 
features such as an optional seat extension, the Affinity Deep Soaker 
bath really does think of everything; it’s unique in-fold door makes it 
more compact than any other bath on the market, making bathing a 
joy for anybody!

• Easy to use inward opening door
• Effortless, gadget free door locking mechanism
• Enhanced doorway access for more room
• Slip resistant base
• Comfortable integrated seat with contoured back
• Removable frame to aid installation
• Dual waste for quicker drainage and safety

• Both LH & RH entry versions available
• Matching reduced height bath screen available
•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options  

(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     
•  Water capacity: 195 litres unoccupied
•  Seat height of 320mm with optional seat extension for extra height

Affinity Deep Soak Bath

PRODUCT BENEFITS

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Tranquility Slide-in

PERFECT FOR:
3 Single Person Household

3 Wheelchair Users

3 Arthritic Joints

TRANQUILITY.  Slide-in.

As one of the most advanced deep soak baths in the industry, the 
Tranquility is able to offer an exceptionally spacious bathing area, 
complete with 800mm wide entrance. After two years of research and 
development, this bath offers a ramped seat that is 545mm high from 
the floor, ideal for unrestricted slide-in transfer from a wheelchair, 
without the need to step into the bath first. The door is also designed 
to shut effortlessly so this bath is ideal for those with arthritic hands too. 

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1300 x 660mm, 1300 x 750mm

Maximum user weight (222kg) 

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Unparalleled ease of entry and exit

•  Extra wide door and lower step-in threshold

• Advanced door and water seal system

• Unique horizontal/shallow drain for quicker exit

• 2 internal grab rails

• Slip resistant base

•  Free standing and partly assembled for faster installation

•  Hydrotherapy Spa, Micro Bubble Technology and 
Chromotherapy light options available (Please ask your 
sales representative for further details)     

•  Water capacity: 1300 x 660mm; 285 litres unoccupied, 
1300 x 750mm: 300 litres unoccupied
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Maestro Deep Soak Bath

•  Easy to use inward opening door

•   Effortless, gadget free door locking mechanism

•  Enhanced doorway access for more room

•  Slip resistant base

•  Comfortable integrated seat with contoured back

•  Overall internal depth of 660mm  

•  Removable frame to aid installation

• Dual waste for quicker drainage and safety

•  Front entry, compact design

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Water capacity: 175 litres unoccupied

PERFECT FOR:
3 Additional Physical Requirements

3 Single Person Household

3 Smaller Room Size

SIZES AVAILABLE:
900 x 660mm

MAESTRO.
With the same award winning, inward opening, in-fold door as the 
Affinity bath, the Maestro is a safe and stable solution for rooms that 
are unable to fit a full-sized bath yet there is a need for a simple, 
walk-in deep soak. The Maestro is great for a one person household 
where mobility is limited, as it’s easy access gives the opportunity for 
independent bathing, as regularly as you require.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Ambiance Deep Soak Bath

PERFECT FOR:
3 Independent Bathing

3  Additional Physical 
Requirements

AMBIANCE.
Like all our Deep Soak baths, the Ambiance is designed for those 
who want independent bathing without that clinical look or feel. For 
the ultimate comfort, the Ambiance is fitted with a contoured and 
moulded backrest, armrests and integral seat.

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
990 x 760mm 

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Left or right hanging door option

•  Wide walk through door with low step

•  Contoured moulded backrest, armrests and integral 
upright seat for comfort and support

• Slip resistant base

• Dual wastes for faster drainage and safety

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Optional seat extension for increased height

•  Water capacity: 260 litres unoccupied
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Aventis Power Lift Bath

•  Easy access via inward opening, gadget free easy close door

•  Integral, full size, contoured seat with fold down arm rests 
for bather comfort and support

•  Low step height

•  Safety features include automatic battery back-up in event of 
mains power failure

•  Same capacity and size as conventional baths

•  Easy installation of powered lift – fits onto bath sub-frame 
with no special requirements

•  Hydrotherapy Spa and chromotherapy lights options 
(Please ask your sales representative for further details)     

•  Water capacity: 188 litres unoccupied

PERFECT FOR:
3 Significant mobility concerns

3 Independent bathing

SIZES AVAILABLE  
(LH & RH):
1690 x 690mm

AVENTIS POWER LIFT.
Designed with a powered seat, the Aventis Power Lift Bath can 
provide a safe and independent bathing environment for everyone, 
especially if you have difficulty in getting up and down. The easy to 
close, inward opening door gives easy access, whilst the powered seat 
takes the worry out of lowering and lifting, gently getting bathers in 
and out when they want.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Twinline 2
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THE DESIGNER  
COLLECTION.
The pinnacle of luxury and convenience, our Designer Collection 
redefines elegant living. Discover a range of beautiful, modern 
baths and showers made for total relaxation and comfort. This is the 
future of bathroom design.

Iris

HUG

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Duett

DUETT.
Thanks to the clever compact solution even a small bathroom 
becomes a perfect oasis for well-being that combines a shower and 
a bathtub. Then you do not have to compromise: You decide each 
time which one you feel like. Step into your shower bathtub easily 
and near floor level.



Duett
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Low threshold for easy entry and exit

•  Inward opening toughened glass door  
(space saving)

• Both LH & RH hinged door options available

• 2 door variants – opening inwards (space saving)

• Spacious bathtub for comfortable baths

• Easy to use handle

•  Easy to clean glass surfaces with hinges glued  
outside (patented technology)

• Optional – ARTCLEAR Glass

• Optional – ArtGrip anti-slip coating for shower

• Optional – comfortable backrest

• Optional – pivoting splashguard

• Optional – corner seat

• Optional – drain set

PERFECT FOR:
3 Small bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

SIZES AVAILABLE (LH & RH):
1600 x 750mm, 1700 x 750mm

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Twinline 1

TWINLINE 1.
With the TWINLINE 1 from Artweger your bathroom becomes your 
zone for individual comfort: Easy and safe to get in and out and 
more freedom of movement in the XXL-shower zone thanks to the 
rounded form of the shower door. A neck rest and an integrated 
corner seat ensure body care in a most comfortable way.

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more about 
Twinline 1.
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PERFECT FOR:
3 Compact bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

SIZES AVAILABLE (LH & RH):
1700 x 950 x 750mm, 1800 x 1000 x 800mm

Twinline 1

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Low threshold for easy entry and exit (space saving)

• Inward opening toughened glass door

• Integrated seat in the shower (white or silver)

•  Comfortable neck support when reclining  
(white or silver)

• Widening of tub provides generous shower area

• Spacious bathtub for comfortable baths

• Close drain with twist cap

• High quality continuous seals

• Easy to use handle with safety catch

•  Easy to clean glass surfaces with hinges  
glued outside

• Both LH & RH hinged door options available

• Choice of colours for profiles and fittings

• Optional – Whirlpool AIR jets and lights

• Optional – ARTCLEAR Glass

• Optional – ArtGrip anti-slip coating for shower

• Optional – combined inlet, drain and overflow

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Twinline 2

TWINLINE 2 & ARTLIFT.
The TWINLINE 2 creates space even in the smallest bathrooms and 
offers a safe and comfortable access. You can choose as you wish; 
either the clear elegant one–piece door or the model with a divided 
door or bathtub door. In any case you step comfortably into the 
shower and bathing area at nearly floor level.

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more about 
Twinline 2.
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Artlift

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Low threshold for easy entry and exit

•  Inward opening toughened glass door  
 (space saving)

• Both LH & RH hinged door options available

• 3 door variants – opening inwards (space saving)

• Mechanical control for drain and locking system

• Extra deep tub for comfortable bathing

• High quality continuous seals

• Easy to use handle with safety catch

•  Easy to clean glass surfaces with hinges  
glued outside

• Choice of colours for profiles and fittings

• Optional – Whirlpool AIR jets and lights

• Optional – ARTCLEAR Glass

• Optional – ArtGrip anti-slip coating for shower

• Optional – combined inlet, drain and overflow

• Optional – Comfortable backrest

• Optional – Pivoting splashguard

• Optional – Corner seat

PERFECT FOR:
3 Compact bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

SIZES AVAILABLE (LH & RH):
1600 x 750mm, 1700 x 750mm, 1700 x 800mm,  

1800 x 800mm

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Iris

IRIS.
Iris embraces the beauty of simplicity with a chic, modern 
design. Clean lines combined with its toughened glass door add 
contemporary visuals, while its integrated shower seat and neck 
support emphasise comfort. A truly elegant design that makes 
bathing feel luxurious.

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more  
about Iris.
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PERFECT FOR:
3 Compact bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

SIZES AVAILABLE (LH & RH):
1600 x 700mm, 1700 x 700mm, 1800 x 750mm, 1600 x 800mm,  

1700 x 800mm, 1800 x 850mm

PRODUCT BENEFITS
•  Luxury walk-in bath

•  Space saving inward opening toughened  
glass door

•  Easy bathing

• L/H + R/H options available

• Removable multifunctional seat and back rest

• Safety door lock feature

• Easy to use mechanical door lock

•  Available with deck mounted bath filler  
– multi-functional progressive mixer

•  Choice of panel colours  
– including woodgrain options

•  Bath screens available for corner and centre  
wall installation

• Available with Whirlpool system

• Available with Whirlpool + Airpool systems

• Internal disinfection system for easy cleaning

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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KINEDUO.
The Kineduo offers you the best of both worlds, packed full of practical 
features designed to make bathing and showering a pleasure.

With its simple step-in access using a hinged, toughened safety glass 
door, the Kineduo is equally appealing to able-bodied and less able 
users as it makes taking a bath or shower easy  and trouble-free.

The Kineduo can replace any existing bath regardless of positioning 
within the bathroom. 

Kineduo

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more  
about Kineduo.
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
•  Left and Right options available in 1600, 1700 and 

1800 baths

• Easy to use door latch

• Toughened safety glass door

• Glass screen with hinge panel

• End screen available on request

• Cristal technology on all glass items

• Fold down seat with soft close

• Uniquely adjustable feet system

• Easy click glass front and side bath panels

PERFECT FOR:
3 Compact bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

SIZES AVAILABLE (LH & RH):
1600 x 750mm, 1700 x 750mm, 1800 x 750mm 

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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HUG.
Avant-garde aesthetics meets inclusive usability. The Hug combines 
sleekly designed grab rails in a variety of contemporary finishes to 
create bathrooms with modern flair. With its eye-catching design,  
the Hug range flaunts its Italian inspired visuals with confidence.

HUG Collection Grab Bars

Scan this QR 
Code to find out 
more about the 
HUG Collection.
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HUG Collection Folding Grab Bars

Scan this QR 
Code to find out 
more about the 
HUG Collection.
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HUG Collection

Scan this QR 
Code to find out 
more about the 
HUG Collection.
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HUG Collection

Scan this QR 
Code to find out 
more about the 
HUG Collection.
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Free Shower Enclosure

PERFECT FOR:
3 Compact bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

FREE.
The absolutely stunning design of the  
Free imagines comfortable bathing  
without feeling boxed in. Beneath its  
semi-frameless construction, the minimalist 
look of Free cleverly hides its ability for 
the top half of each door to be opened, 
allowing for greater ease of access.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Barrier free showering

• Full access into shower

•  Accessible showering for all

• All-inclusive design

• Quick release door handle

•  Doors can be opened inwards and outwards

•  Magnetic closing for extra security

•  Glass treated with Crystal clear glass treatment for  
easy cleaning

•  Toughened safety glass EN-14428

•  195cm height

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more  
about Free.
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Move Shower Enclosure

•  Easy cleaning – door can be swung out by  20 cm 

• Trackless guide with magnetic closure at the bottom

• Extra smooth running thanks to a clever technology

• Both LH & RH door options

• Barrier free 

• Single-pane safety glass ESG

• Magnetic closure ensures smooth running

•  The latest technology hidden behind an elegant inner panel

• Elegant guide console 

• VARIO SEALING system

• Soft open & soft close 

• ARTCLEAR Glass

PERFECT FOR:
3 Compact bathrooms   

3 Mild mobility concerns

3 All generations

3 Renovation

MOVE.
The Artweger MOVE is a modern sliding 
door series with many satisfying elements. 
It not only convinces with an elegant 
design but also with it’s smart technology 
that enables extra smooth running and at  
the same time significantly simplifies  
care of the shower thanks to it’s magnetic 
door closure. 

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more 
about Move.

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Ponte Giulio Grab Rail and Shower Seat, FIBO Wall Panels, Traymate Wet Room Tray

WET ROOMS.
There are no limits to our endlessly customisable wet rooms. From 
shower trays to sculpted seating and continuous wet room flooring, 
your space is defined by your needs and your home’s personality. 
Explore lavish designs with practicality built in as standard.
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Jackoboard Wet Room

Wet Room

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range

Floor tiles from
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Olive Green

THE URBAN 
COLLECTION.
Neat geometric designs inspired by 
patterns and shapes found in urban 
city environments. Our new collection 
incorporates Hexagons along with the classic 
Metro Brick in Staggered, Herringbone and 
the new Straight Herringbone designs.

PANEL SIZES:
600 x 2400mm 

STYLES AVAILABLE:

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Fully waterproof

• Have a virtually invisible join

• 25 year warranty

• Easy to clean

• Fit straight to existing tiles or plasterboard walls

• Attach wall mounted items or accessories

Scan this QR 
Code to find  
out more  
about Fibo.

Denver White

Black Silk

London

Olive Green

Black Silk

White Silk

Ocean Blue

Black Silk

Svalbard

Ocean Blue

Aberdeen

London

Olive Green White Silk

White Silk London

Denver White
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• Fully waterproof

• Have a virtually invisible join

• 25 year warranty

• Easy to clean

• Fit straight to existing tiles or plasterboard walls

• Attach wall mounted items or accessories

PANEL SIZES:
600 x 2400mm 

SCANDINAVIAN  
TILE EFFECT.
Bang on trend, the Scandinavian range 
reflects our Norwegian heritage with 
clean lines and smart tile effects. Whether 
you prefer large format marble and stone, 
wood, shabby chic or a super-modern 
industrial look.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

STYLES AVAILABLE:

Rough Wood

Shabby Chic

Grey Cement

Marina Grey 
Oak

Lentini Light

Rough Wood

Silver Grey 
Marble

Grey 
Concrete

Sahara

Avalon Pine

Black Marble

Palermo

Shabby Chic

Bright 
Marble

Golden 
Brown 
Marble

Rough Wood

Cracked 
Cement

Anthracite White Silk

White Marble Denver White

Athen White Kalahari

White Silk White Silk

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Warm Grey

CONTEMPORARY  
TILE EFFECT.
Bringing a breath of fresh air to classic 
styling, the Contemporary Tile Effect 
collection offers a range of both high 
gloss and matt finishes in a choice of 
modern colours.

PANEL SIZES:
600 x 2400mm 

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Fully waterproof

• Have a virtually invisible join

• 25 year warranty

• Easy to clean

• Fit straight to existing tiles or plasterboard walls

• Attach wall mounted items or accessories

50   |  The Designer Collection

STYLES AVAILABLE:
Smokey Blue

Olive Green

Midnight 
Blue

Dusty Blue

Light Sand Warm Grey White Silk

Aberdeen Hanoi White Silk

Toscana Bilbao London Kingston Svalbard

Scan this QR 
Code to find  
out more  
about Fibo.

Ivory
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Silver Grey Marble

PANEL SIZES:
600 x 2400mm 

SIGNATURE.
Featuring new on-trend colours alongside 
classic trend-setting marble designs, and 
industrial styling, the Signature range 
speaks to everyone interested in stylish, 
contemporary internal decoration.

• Fully waterproof

• Have a virtually invisible join

• 25 year warranty

• Easy to clean

• Fit straight to existing tiles or plasterboard walls

• Attach wall mounted items or accessories

PRODUCT BENEFITS

STYLES AVAILABLE:
Bright 
Marble

Silver Grey 
Marble

London

Grey 
Concrete

Svalbard

Black Marble

Palermo

Hanoi

Light Sand

Golden 
Brown 
Marble

Kalahari

Soft Cement

White Marble

Lentini Light

Warm Grey Olive Green

Aberdeen Kingston

Shabby Chic Cracked 
Cement

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range

Floor tiles from
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SANITARYWARE.
Make your bathroom complete with our range of Imex sanitaryware. 
Superbly modern, they effortlessly complement the visuals of 
your bathroom with their sophisticated design. Their versatile and 
streamlined look blends into all bathrooms to create spaces with 
harmonious appeal.

Ravine
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Ravine

Ravine

Essence

Scan this QR 
Code to find  
out more  
about Ravine.

Scan this 
QR Code 
to find out 
more about 
Essence.

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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Favria
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BRASSWARE  
& FURNITURE.
Bring a sumptuous atmosphere to your bathroom design with our 
collection of exquisite brassware and fitted cabinetry. With a wide 
range of styles and finishes available, from the contemporary to the 
classic, we offer everything needed to make your space unique.

Eletta Tecno

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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BRASSWARE.
Delight in every last detail. Our elegant selection of brassware  
lets you add finishing touches that captivate the senses. Explore  
a range of mixer taps, shower valves and shower heads that build  
on the personality of your bespoke bathroom for a feeling of  
total luxury.

Eletta Tecno

Bolano

Bayers

Brenta
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Bonito Blizen

Belfort

Bonn Bretten

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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FURNITURE.
Fitted bathroom furniture brings your whole design together,  
with a selection of on-trend designs and finishes that enhance  
your style. From traditional sculpted cabinetry to glamorous floating 
sink units, we provide everything needed to bring your bathroom  
to life.

Faye

Figari

Fallon

Ferin

Frisa
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Favria

Felino

Ferin

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range
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KDK.
Representing the finest in quality craftsmanship, KDK furniture boasts 
a 100% waterproof design for complete peace of mind. KDK are 
so confident in the manufacture of their products that they come 
with a lifetime guarantee on water damage. Discover a range of 
contemporary designs made for reliability and performance.

Scan this QR 
Code to find 
out more  
about KDK.
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CHOOSING THE  
RIGHT PRODUCTS.
We know that there are many factors to consider when purchasing  
a new bathroom, so we’ve created an easy-to use reference guide  
to help you choose the right products from Leda Bathrooms.

 YOUR PRIORITIES
Think about your current and future physical needs. 
Do you think further down the line you might prefer 
to have a deep soak in warm water or to lie back? In 
a shower, would a seat be useful? Do you need help 
getting in and out of your bath or shower?

 BATHROOM USE
Will the bath or shower be used by a wide range  
of people? If so, what are their needs? Is it just for  
a one-person household?

 BATHROOM SIZE
Consider layout, dimensions and measurements. Do 
you want a bath or a shower? Where will the bath or 
shower be placed in the room? Will it be in a corner 
or an alcove? What other items would you like in the 
bathroom? (e.g., a standalone shower, toilet, single 
or double basin, space for a radiator, grab rails etc.)

 BATH DIMENSIONS
How will your new bath fit into your layout?  
Would you prefer a larger bathtub if room allows,  
or do you feel a more compact design would  
open up the space? Could you accommodate  
a freestanding model, or does it need to fit in 
closely with other fixtures?

 TRAY DIMENSIONS
Think about where your shower tray will go – will  
it be fitted in a corner or alcove? Will it need to be 
cut to size? And what side will the drainage need  
to be located?

 SHOWER SCREEN 
The opening to your shower needs to be carefully 
considered so that it doesn’t block other fixtures  
in the room, such as the sink or toilet. Are there  
any other doors in the room you need to take  
into consideration? Would a sliding option offer 
better results?

 MATERIALS 
We supply bathing solutions with both composite 
and glass doors. Glass looks superb but if you prefer 
to have a solid door, we have a fantastic selection  
of both.

 ACCESSORIES
What else would you need to help you feel more 
stable in the bathroom? Do you think anti-scald mixer 
taps would be worthwhile? How many grab rails are 
needed and where? Would a bath or shower seat  
be useful?

 FINISHING TOUCHES
What about your walls? Have you thought about  
wall boards instead of tiles or paint? They are easier 
and quicker to fit. How about brassware? The right 
tap can lift your bathroom to the next level. What 
about furniture – would extra storage under your 
basin help?

Floor tiles on Abalone, Priya, Tranquility and Traymate Wet Room supplied with thanks from
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LEDA MAKE EVERYTHING SIMPLE
When it comes to designing the perfect bathroom for your client, 
why waste effort sourcing products from different suppliers? You 
can buy everything you need to complete your installation from 
Leda Bathrooms, because we like to keep things simple. No need 
for mountains of invoices or multiple deliveries. We take care of 
everything to help you save time and money.

PRICING MADE SIMPLE
With everything coming from Leda Bathrooms, there are no additional costs to the customer in terms of time, fuel, or 
manual handling. Save yourself the time and headache of adding up costing from multiple sources. We give you one 

price for easy invoicing.

STOCK MADE SIMPLE
Enjoy access to a wide range of premium bathing products from our fully stocked UK warehouse. We provide 

everything you need to create an elegant bathroom design for customers, all without the wait.

DELIVERY MADE SIMPLE
Our dedicated delivery service has nationwide reach making it easier than ever to source exactly what you need. 
Completely remove the hassle of organising deliveries from multiple suppliers or locations. At Leda Bathrooms,  

we come straight to you with everything ready to go.

INSTALL MADE SIMPLE
A simpler process means simpler installation. With our fast, efficient and convenient service, you can complete 
projects even quicker, allowing you to take on more installs per year. Leda Bathrooms will keep your business 

moving so you can pick up new work even sooner.

See our Price Book for the full Leda Bathrooms range



 01609 771 211

 sales@ledabathrooms.co.uk

Leda Bathrooms
19 Standard Way
Standard Way Industrial Estate
Northallerton
North Yorkshire
DL6 2XA

Visit us: www.ledabathrooms.co.uk
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